Riley Blake Designs introduces "something borrowed" by Christopher Thompson.

Available July 2019.
©2019 RILEY BLAKE DESIGNS AND CHRISTOPHER THOMPSON
ALL PRINTS AVAILABLE IN 100% FINE COTTON

C8425 Gray Something Floral

C8426 Navy Something Stripe

C: COTTON
**Seeing Stars** by Lindsey Weight of Primrose Cottage Quilts

**Quilt Size** 80" x 80"
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**Fabric Requirements**

- 16 - 20 Fat Quarters of Assorted Something Borrowed Fabrics
- 5 Yards C120 Riley White Solid
- 5/8 Yard C8426 White Stripe (Binding)

Pre-order the Seeing Stars Quilt Pattern
About the Line

Something old, something new, something borrowed, something blue.

Handkerchief embroideries, vintage wall paper, delicate hand stitches, and precious flowers were the inspiration behind my fourth collection for Riley Blake Designs. Something Borrowed, reminiscent of things you might find in a vintage trunk comes to life in a range of blues, whites, and greys. It’s perfect for quilts, garments, and gifts. What will you make?

PRE-ORDER ONLY
ADD ANY LAMINATE WITH 100 YARDS MINIMUM

10-Yard Case Pack
CP10-8420-21

15-Yard Case Pack
CP15-8420-21

100% FINE COTTON 43/44" WIDE • MACHINE WASH COLD • NO CHLORINE BLEACH • TUMBLE DRY LOW • REMOVE PROMPTLY
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Riley Blake Designs • 9446 South 500 West, Sandy, Utah 84070
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www.rileyblakedesigns.com

Not intended for children’s sleepwear
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MADE IN KOREA